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Planning

• anticipate future service requirements as generated by School’s computing strategy

• considers how longer term issues affect plans

• creates clear, realistic plans and deadlines

• reviews and adapts plans when necessary

• anticipates factors affecting availability of resources

• generates influential proposals

Communication

• produce and maintain effective documentation

• keeps colleagues and users informed on operational matters

• passes on knowledge

• engages in meetings

• chairs and minutes meetings

• communicates well both in written media and through presentations

• updates and consults with project members and stakeholders clearly and timeously

• clearly documents steps taken in arriving at solutions to problems

• provides customers with accurate information about what is achievable and works

with them to produce realistic goals

• liaises with, and gives clear and appropriate direction to, external contractors and

noncomputing technical staff

• resolves priority conflicts between customer aspirations and overall op-

erational feasibility

Technical

• produces systems with a well designed architecture

• can write code in a variety of languages

• analyses root causes of problems to resolve issues and prevent recurrence
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• provide technical leadership in management and development of local

computing services

• maintain an active awareness of new technical developments in areas of

specialisation for which unit is responsible and, to a lesser extent, new

technical developments beyond those areas of specialisation

Professionalism

• produce a reliable service

• develops one’s self

• completes work to agreed specification, cost and quality standards

• effectively manages project resources

• effectively manages own time

• prioritises tasks

• adopts a can do attitude

• confronts difficult situations without procrastination

• collaborates and co-operates with project members

Esprit de corps

• has sense of collective ownership

• has awareness of other units’ areas of responsibility

• has working knowledge of some areas out-with their normal responsibility

Innovation

• generates original ideas and innovative solutions

External engagement

• contributes to the wider community

• contributes to strategic debate
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Leading, developing and managing people

• encourages others to widen their experience and knowledge

• develops unit members to realise their full potential

• help unit members review and learn from experiences

• gives constructive feedback to others

• develops and maintains good unit morale

• lead by example - treating everyone with dignity and respect

• fosters sense of collective purpose and ownership

• technical mentor to members of unit to develop technical capabilities of

staff
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